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Disclaimer & Advisories
Disclaimer
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document and any question-and-answer session that may follow (collectively, the
"Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions and you represent that you are able to view this Presentation without contravention of any legal or
regulatory restrictions applicable to you.
The Company has provided the information in the Presentation, which do not purport to be comprehensive and have not been fully verified by the Company, or any of its shareholders, directors, advisers, agents
or affiliates. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied)
as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any
interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor
any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or
otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements (negligent or otherwise) or for any other
communication, written or otherwise, made to anyone in, or supplied with, the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by law.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice or recommendation by the Company, or any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In
particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or
commitment whatsoever. The reader must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, no
representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns and any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein
necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Accordingly, neither the Company nor its
shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates shall be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement or omission in, or
supplied with, the Presentation or in any future communications in connection with the Company to the fullest extent permitted by law.
This Presentation is provided for information purposes only and is not intended to form, and shall not be treated as, the basis of any investment decision or any decision to purchase an interest in the Company.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities or any business or assets described herein in the United Kingdom, the United States or any other jurisdiction.
The information set out in the Presentation will not form the basis of any contract. The Company undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to correct any
inaccuracies herein which may become apparent save as may be required by law or the AIM Rules for Companies.
This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any
jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in a jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe,
any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
The content of the Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). Reliance on the presentation for the
purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which
the Presentation relates should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.
Forward Looking Statements Information
Certain statements in this Presentation are forward looking statements and information (collectively “forward looking statements”), within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation, as well as
other applicable international securities laws. The forward looking statements contained in this presentation are forward-looking and not historical facts.
Some of the forward looking statements may be identified by statements that express, or involve discussions as to expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often,
but not always, through the use of phrases such as “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “is targeting”, “estimated”, “intend”, “plan”, “guidance”, “objective”, “projection”, “aim”,
“goals”, “target”, “schedules”, and “outlook” or other similar expressions that are predictive or indicative of future events or the negative thereof.
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Advisories
All statement other than statements of historical facts included this Presentation are forward looking statements. In particular, forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to
statements regarding the ODP revision for Nam Du/U Minh to reflect a standalone development; the acceleration of commercialisation based on Jadestone’s preferred path; the Company’s preparations to enter
design phase (FEED, FDP studies, GSAs) upon ODP approval; the delay of the 46/07 commitment well to align with development drilling; the finalisation of a reserves evaluation for Ogan Komering; the close
engagement with Pertamina and high level Government officials on JSE’s participation in the Ogan Komering PSC beyond expiry; the Government’s intention to prioritise JSE as an existing partner in the Ogan
Komering PSC; the negotiation of improved Gross Split PSC terms in the new PSC; the Company’s efforts to continue to exit non-strategic exploration; the Company’s future exploration activities including no
significant incremental exploration activity for the remainder of the year; and the resolution of PVN pre-emption of 05-1b&c.
Because actual results or outcomes could differ materially from those expressed in any forward looking statements, investors should not place any reliance on any such forward looking statements. By their
nature, forward looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, which contribute to the possibility that the predicted outcomes will not occur. Some
of these risks, uncertainties and other factors are similar to those faced by other oil and gas companies and some are unique to Jadestone. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or if any
underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company's actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected.
In addition, statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves
or resources described can be profitable produced in the future. There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of reserves and resources and in projecting future rates of production and the
timing of development expenditures. The total amount or timing of actual future production may vary from reserve, resource and production estimates.
Certain of the information in this presentation is “financial outlook” within the meaning of applicable securities laws. The purpose of this financial outlook is to provide readers with disclosure regarding the
Company’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Readers are cautioned that this financial outlook may not be appropriate for other purposes.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected by the forward looking statements presented in this presentation are reasonable, the Company’s forward looking statements have been based on
assumptions and factors concerning future events that may prove to be inaccurate. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company about itself and the businesses
in which it operates. Information used in developing forward looking statements has been acquired from various sources including third party consultants, suppliers, regulators and other sources.
The Company’s AIM Admission Document, annual report and condensed consolidated audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017, and other documents filed with securities regulatory
authorities (accessible through the SEDAR website www.sedar.com) describe risks, material assumptions and other factors that could influence actual results and are incorporated herein by reference.
New factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for management to predict all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company’s business or the extent to
which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward-looking
statement is not determinable with certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the Company's course of action would depend upon management’s assessment of the future considering all
information available to it at the relevant time. Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which such statement is made and, except as required by applicable securities laws, the Company
undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
Non-GAAP Measures
This presentation contains certain terms which do not have any standardised meanings prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. None of
these measurements are used to enhance the Company's reported financial performance or position. With the exception of EBITDAX and free cash flow, there are no comparable measures to these non-GAAP
measures in accordance with IFRS. The following non-GAAP measures are considered to be useful as complementary measures in assessing Jadestone’s financial performance, efficiency and liquidity:
"Free cash flow" or "FCF" is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, "cash flow – operating activities" as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an
indicator of financial performance. Free cash flow is presented in this presentation to assist management and investors in analysing operating performance by business in the stated period. Free cash flow
equals net earnings (loss) plus items not affecting cash which include accretion, depletion, depreciation, amortisation and impairment, inventory write-downs to net realisable value, exploration and evaluation
expenses, deferred income taxes (recoveries), foreign exchange (gain) loss, stock-based compensation, loss (gain) on sale of property, plant, and equipment, unrealised mark to market loss (gain), and other
non-cash items less capital spending.
"EBITDAX" is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, "net earnings (loss)" as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial
performance. EBITDAX is presented in this presentation to assist management and investors in analysing operating performance by business in the stated period. EBITDA equals net earnings (loss) plus finance
expenses (income), provisions for (recovery of) income taxes, and depletion, depreciation and amortisation and exploration expense.
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Advisories
“Operating netback" is a common non-GAAP metric used in the oil and gas industry. This measure assists management and investors to evaluate the specific operating performance by product at the oil and
gas lease level. Operating netback is calculated as realised price less royalties, operating costs and transportation costs on a per unit basis.
"Sustaining capital" is the additional development capital that is required by the business to maintain production and operations at existing levels. Development capital includes the cost to drill, complete, equip
and tie-in wells to existing infrastructure. Sustaining capital does not have any standardised meaning and therefore should not be used to make comparisons to similar measures presented by other issuers.
"Cash break-even" reflects the estimated Brent oil price per barrel priced in US dollars required in order to generate funds flow from operations equal to the Company’s sustaining capital requirements in US
dollars over a forward-looking 12-month period. This assumption is based on holding several variables constant throughout the period, including: foreign exchange rate, estimated production levels, and other
factors consistent with normal oil and gas company operations. Cash break-even is used to assess the impact of changes in Brent oil prices on the net earnings of the Company and could impact future
investment decisions.
Oil, Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids Information
The oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and the
Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (the "COGE Handbook"). Terms related to resources classifications referred to in this document are based on definitions and guidelines in the COGE Handbook
which are as follows.
A barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE") is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratios of six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") to one barrel. BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in
isolation. A BOE conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 BOE is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given
that the value ratio based on the current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilising a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an
indication of value.
Note to U.S. Readers
The Company reports its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian practices and specifically in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas
Activities, adopted by the Canadian securities regulators. Because the Company is permitted to prepare its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian disclosure requirements, it may use
certain terms in that disclosure that U.S. oil and gas companies generally do not include or may be prohibited from including in their filings with the SEC.
Presentation
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the
numbers contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed.
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Jadestone Energy, corporate overview
Overview
Highlights
l

l

l

Transformational acquisition of Montara

Financial Statement extract
As at, US$mm

Jun-18

Mar-18

Cash1

16.6

20.4

—

~10,300 bbls/d crude oil production shallow water Northwest
Australia, more than tripling the company’s production

Total assets

208.2

211.4

—

Crystallising the London listing and raise, $110mm new
equity raise, 98.9% from new shareholders

Book equity

83.5

91.1

—

28.1mm 2P OECD oil reserves in a concession environment

For the quarter to, US$mm

Jun-18

Mar-18

—

Negotiated to take out in-the-money convertible bond

Revenue

18.3

21.0

Adjusted EBITDAX

0.3

0.9

Further improvements at Stag
—

Six years without an LTI

Operating cashflow (pre w/cap)

0.12

0.52

—

Improved uptime: 9% production growth against Q2 2017,
and 6% against Q1 2018

Profit/(loss)

(4.9)

(16.6)

—

Four-yearly turnaround completed in April, under budget and
within schedule

New Ogan Komering PSC signed May 2018
—

Jadestone in ongoing negotiations with Pertamina to re-enter
license on the same date

l

Nam Du/U Minh outline development plan approved by MOIT in
May 2018

l

Several secondees working on Montara, with a focus to close the
transaction in the September/October time-frame

Market snapshot
Market snapshot, TSXV:JSE / AIM:JSE
Share price (Sep 12, 2018)

C$0.68 / £0.397

Diluted shares on issue3, mm

461.6

Equity value4, US$mm

241.2

Net debt/(cash)5, US$mm
Firm value, US$mm

(106.8)
134.4

1

Includes restricted cash comprising US$10mm in support of a bank guarantee to a key supplier (and in Q1 2018, the Ogan Komering abandonment and site restoration sinking fund of US$0.7mm)
Net operating cashflow before working capital and taxes paid
Includes the 239.7mm shares issued pursuant to the AIM raise and listing in August 2018, and 2.6mm exercisable and in-the-money options accounted for via the treasury stock method
4 C$/US$ exchange rate 1.3001 as of Sep 12, 2018
5 Includes proceeds from AIM listing, net of redemption of in-the-money convertible bond of US$17.45mm, and insurance funding. Does not include all AIM and Montara transaction costs and fees
2
3

Jadestone has a fully funded portfolio outlook to 30,000 boe/d production in less than five years
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Jadestone Energy
Right Team, Right Place, Right Time

Deep Experience
in the Region

l

Primarily an Ex-Talisman Asia Pacific team led by Paul Blakeley

l

Delivered 11% CAGR production growth over 10 years in Asia Pacific creating US$6bn
NAV business, with deep knowledge of key hydrocarbon basins

l

Differentiated expertise in reservoir interpretation, project delivery, meticulous
production operations, facilities management, HSSE focus and commercial

Long history of value add in the region, with a specialisation as a second phase operator

Asia Pacific Markets
are Energy Short and
Growing

l

Asia Pacific region is characterised by high growth, energy-hungry economies

l

Natural gas demand forecast to rise c.4.5% p.a. to 2025, with supply declining post
2020

l

c.1.9 bcf/d supply gap forecast in 2020, rising to 4.7 bcf/d in 2025

l

Oil demand growth to average 2.4% to 2025, with premium pricing for regional supply

Growing supply shortfall driving attractive pricing dynamics for producers

“A Changing of the
Guard”
(Woodmac)

l

There’s a changing of the guard in the Asia Pacific region with oil majors and IOC’s
diluting or exiting - already selling 800 MMboe of resource in the last three years

l

The region is maturing with 68% of production coming from mid-life and mature fields

l

Yet the region holds 57 Bnboe of discovered undeveloped resource, 40% of which is
economic today

Jadestone is positioned to take full advantage of the maturing region today
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Source: Woodmac Report May 2018 – Who will fill the Gap in South East Asia’s Upstream Sector?; IEA Southeast Asia Energy Outlook 2017

Jadestone Senior Management Team
Deep Experience

Paul Blakeley OBE(1), President & CEO(2)

Dan Young, Executive Director and CFO

Michael Horn, EVP Business Development

l 40 years’ energy experience with IOCs,
most recently running Talisman APAC from
2005 to 2015

l Over 20 years’ experience in senior oil and
gas and natural resources investment
banking, advisory and consulting

l Over 25 years’ experience in the oil and gas
industry, largely in Asia Pacific. Assignments
in Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore

l Led TLM APAC from a two-asset portfolio of
c.45mboe/d to a 150mboe/d / 500MMboe
2P

l Prior roles with JP Morgan’s global energy
investment banking coverage / M&A group,
and Wood Mackenzie

l Most recently spent 12 years at Talisman
where he identified and closed several key
transactions to Talisman’s success in Asia

l Prior experience building large operated and
highly profitable businesses in both UK
North Sea and Norway

l CFA charter
Accountant

holder

and

Chartered

Non-Executive Board Members
Dennis McShane

Eric Schwitzer

Cedric Fontenit

Non-Executive Chairman

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

l
l

l

35 years’ in banking and resources
Served as director for various resources and
investment focussed public companies

l
l

18 years’ experience in investment banking and
hedge funds
Senior member of Tyrus Capital’s investment
team

Iain McLaren

David Neuhauser

Deputy Chairman

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

l

1.
2.

l

Bob Lambert
l
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Over 35 years’ finance and O&G experience
Previously Director of Strategy at Ophir Energy

48 years’ oil and gas experience
Ex-CEO and President of Petra Petroleum Inc
and NED of Eland Oil & Gas plc

l

Ex-Senior Independent NED and Head of Audit
Committee of Cairn Energy plc

l

20 years’ experience investing in and advising
public companies

l

Previous President of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland

l

Founder and managing director of Livermore
Partners

OBE for services to the Oil & Gas industry (Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire).
Paul Blakeley is an executive member of the board, holding the position of President.

Southeast Asia gas fundamentals
Growing supply shortfall driving attractive pricing dynamics for producers
Southeast Asia gas investment highlights

l

Region characterised by high-growth,
energy-hungry economies

Significant growth of natural gas demand, bcf/d
15

bcf/d
Confirmed domestic supply

Demand

10

l

l

l

Natural gas demand forecast to increase
c.4.5% p.a. to 2025
Domestic gas supplies forecast to remain
relatively flat, declining post 2020
c.1.9 bcf/d supply gap forecast by 2020
l

Rising to 4.7 bcf/d in 2025

5 Bcf/d
5

0
2010

2015

2020

2025

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Attractive gas prices, US$/mm BTU
US$/mm BTU
12

2005

2017

9

l

Increasing reliance on LNG imports driving
premium pricing for domestic supply

6
3
0

l

Gas prices generally fixed with escalation
mechanisms

Indonesia

Vietnam

Phillippines

* Singapore price is fully oil-linked
Source: Wood Mackenzie
Note: 2017 includes only gas on stream in the year
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Malaysia

Singapore*

Asia Pacific Region
Maturing Hydrocarbon Region with Running Room; Ideal Operating Theatre for Jadestone
Asia Pacific Reserve Breakdown
Development Type

Company

Maturity

3%
4%
15%

13%

8%

20%

12%

35%
26%
42%

53%
69%

Onshore

Shallow water

Majors & Large IOCs

NOCs

Late life

Mature

Deepwater

Ultra-deepwater

Independent E&Ps

Other

Mid-life

Early stage

l
l

Shallow water regional focus

l

Low cost, short-cycle asset base

and mature fields
l

well suited to Jadestone
l

US Majors and IOCs retrenching

Significant running room to

l

Independents growth stalled

build cost-focussed portfolio

l

Opportunity for regional

Source: Wood Mackenzie

l

Jadestone operating capability
well positioned to deliver value

with increased momentum

operator to consolidate assets

9

68% of production from mid-life

l

Numerous opportunities to
maximise production, remove
costs and extend field life

Jadestone Energy Strategic Focus
Leverage Technical & Commercial Capabilities to Maximise Value Creation for Shareholders
Key Strategic Principles

1

Acquire assets with production and/or discovered
resources in the Asia Pacific region

Core Jadestone Capabilities
Differentiated approach to subsurface interpretation and
reservoir management
Constant drive to identify and execute on opportunities
for innovative and disciplined reinvestment

2

Realise additional value from existing producing assets
through superior operating capabilities, cost control
and incremental brown field development

Meticulous focus on optimising production processes
and facilities management whilst maintaining a strong
HSSE focus
Application of a more nimble approach to decision
making

3

Move existing discoveries to production into the Asia
Pacific region’s energy-short markets

Rigorous cost control in operations and throughout the
Group

Application of deep in-region commercial skills

4

Add additional reserves and production volumes
through undertaking additional low risk in-field and
near-field exploration

Utilisation of long standing stakeholder relationships in
the region

Unlock stalled projects. Reduce operating costs. Maximise production. Extend field life.
10
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Jadestone Energy Portfolio Overview
Building a Balanced, Low Risk, Full Cycle Portfolio
Portfolio Development

Key Assets Location
Gulf of
Thailand

l

c.14 mboe/d production from Australian oil assets

l

Material reserve and resource base across Asia Pacific

l

l

l

45.3 MMboe 2P reserves

l

117.5 MMboe un-risked 2C resources

SC56

51
46/07
MALAYSIA

Fully-funded near-term value catalysts(1)

Celebes
Sea

SINGAPORE

l

Ongoing asset optimisation to deliver significant cost reductions

l

Infill drilling at both Stag and Montara

l

Substantial medium-term growth through development of high-margin gas resource in
Vietnam

INDONESIA

Ogan
Komering

Further value accretive regional M&A potential

Select Assets(1)
Timor Sea

Asset

2C
AT NPV10
(MMboe) (US$MM) (2)

Production (net WI) /
status

Montara

100%

28.2

38.5

--

479.5

10.3 mbbl/d

Stag

100%

17.1

22.7

2.7

84.2

3.6 mbbl/d

Nam Du(3)
(Block 46/07)

100%

--

--

17.9

226.0(4)

Sanction Q3 2019

U Minh(3)
(Block 51)

100%

--

--

12.3

96.0

Sanction Q3 2019

--

Suspended development
awaiting ullage

Tho Chu(3)
(Block 51)
OK(6)
SC56

12

2P
3P
Country W.I. (%)
(MMboe) (MMboe)

Montara

Stag
AUSTRALIA

100%

(5)

-25%

--

--

63.7

Reserves estimated with new
PSC
--

--

21.0

c.1.4 mbbl/d (at March
2018)
N/a

Subject to further
appraisal

1. Based on CPR oil prices assumptions (US$66/bbl in 2018, US$67/bbl in 2019, US$68/bbl flat thereafter, all real 2018
terms). 2. 2P reserves and/or un-risked 2C resources are per the ERCE CPR (as at 31 Dec 2017), Montara and Stag
After Tax NPV10 are as per ERCE CPR; Production profiles for U Minh and Nam Du are management estimates,
constrained by the available ullage as per the approved ODP and sum to 171.3Bcf gas and 1.6MMbbls condensate
being the unrisked 2C resources as per ERCE CPR. This profile together with management estimates for Capex and
Opex were used to calculate the NPV10 for this development. 3. PVEP relinquished its 30% interest with effect from 1 May
2017 but this registration is still pending. 4. Includes US$76mm of NPV10 for the Nam Du Southern Channel reservoir
sands to the south of the fault (“Nam Du Southern”), volumes of which are considered to be Prospective Resources to
which no volumes or values were attributed by ERCE in the CPR. Production profiles for Nam Du Southern are
management estimates, constrained by the available ullage as per the approved ODP, together with management
estimates for Capex and Opex were used to calculate the NPV10 . 5. Before back-in right of 3%. 6. Currently in bi-lateral
negotiations for entry into PSC for up to 40% working interest, expected to complete in Q4 2018

Montara Asset Acquisition
Deep Value Acquisition with Significant Upside
Transaction Overview
l

Asset acquisition of 100% operated interest covering three oil producing
fields

l

Cash consideration of US$195MM(1), effective transaction date 1 Jan 2018

l

2P Reserves asset value: $480 million (2)

l

Expected closing September/October 2018

l

Operator and Transitional Services Agreement to govern interim
operations, pending acceptance of Jadestone’s safety case, anticipated Q1
2019
Contingent consideration linked to oil price and production upsides

l

Key acquisition highlights:
Current production(3) 10.3 mbbl/d

l

2P reserves 28.2 MMbbl

l

Effective tax rate(4) 30%

l

(5)

per flowing bbl

Keeling
Pathaway
Billyara

Montara
Tinglewood
Tahbilk

Operated Asset

Crux

Oil Field

N

Gas Field

Significant value creation opportunities

$18,932

13

Plantagenet
Skua North
Skua
Updip Rowan
Skua East
Swift North
Skua South

l

l

Puffin

Prospect

$6.9

0

10

20km

(5)

per bbl 2P Reserves

1. Subject to customary adjustments and potential for additional contingent payments based on asset performance; oil price; and discoveries; 2. 2P After Tax NPV10 reserves are per independent reserves evaluations by ERCE (Stag & Montara
as of 31 Dec 17); 3. Current production in early July 2018 of 10,300 bbl/d:; 4. c.US$3bn of tax losses which can be used to offset PRRT taxes arising from production at the asset. Applicable tax rate 30% corporate tax; 5. Prior to any potential
contingent payments

Montara Overview
Material Production and Cashflow for Growth and Dividends
100%

Operator

Jadestone

2P Reserves

28.2 MMbbl

Current Production(1)

10.3 mbbl/d

Overview
l

Transformational acquisition, with immediate
significant cash flow

l

Strong strategic fit for Jadestone with multiple levers
to unlock material value

l

Realised oil prices at >US$2/bbl premium to Brent

Montara Production(2)
16

Production (mbbl/d)

Jadestone W.I.

Exploration
potential

12

8

4

-2018

Montara

Swift/Swallow

Skua

Further infill opportunities3
2019

2020

2021

Montara Production Facilities

Facilities
l

9 producing wells: Montara (4 wells), Skua (2 wells),
Swift/Swallow (3 wells) and 1 gas reinjection well

l

Unmanned wellhead platform and owned FPSO

Near Term Development
l

Two infill wells, at Montara and Skua

l

Three further infill targets identified in addition to 2P
CPR case, to be drilled 2020+

Future Development

14

l

Exploration potential and regional roll-up

l

Potential infrastructure hub for regional shut-in fields
and stranded discoveries

1. Current production in early July 2018 of 10,300 bbl/d; 2. Production figures are as per ERCE (as of 31 Dec 2017) except further infill opportunities; 3. Based on management estimates

2022

Montara Value Opportunity
Attractive Acquisition Price with Potential to Generate Significant Additional Value
Key Transaction Drivers

Illustrative Montara Value Potential ($MM)

Increased Production
●

Gas lift installation and optimisation

Improve Facilities Uptime
●

Improve uptime from c.72%(1) to 84%(2)

●

Increasing annual production by c.1.7 mbbl/d in 2019

●

Implement Jadestone’s proven operational philosophy,
reduce operating costs by c.20%

●

Reduction in corporate charges and overheads by
>50%

US$MM

Reduce Operating Costs

Infill Drilling
●

2 infill wells included in 2P Reserves

●

3 additional infill wells, targeting 5.3 MMbbl additional
resource, initial production of 3 mbbl/d per well

Exploration Upside
●

3D survey to define new prospects (8 leads identified)

●

Spare capacity in FPSO allows nearfield discoveries to
be quickly monetised, at low cost

Hub Consolidation Opportunities
●

15

Opportunity for an infrastructure hub for tie-back of
shut-in fields and stranded discoveries

Attra cti ve
Acqu sition
Co st

2P Re serve
Up ti me
Add ition s Improve ment

Opex
Re ductio n

G&A
Add ition al Infill
Re ductio n
Targe ts

Poten ti al
Tang ibl e
Val ue

Hu b
Expl oratio n
Co nsol ida ti on
Up side
Oppo rtu nitie s

Application of Jadestone’s Core Capabilities

1. 72% is the 2017 actual uptime including downtime due to unplanned, planned and weather events; 2. 84% is the forecasted average uptime for 2019-20 including downtime due to unplanned, planned and
weather events

Stag Overview
Simple, Steady, Long Life Underpinning Production
Jadestone W.I.

100%

Operator

Jadestone

2P Reserves

17.1 MMbbl

Current Production

3.6 mbbl/d

Stag Production Facilities

Overview
l

Mid-life asset acquired November 2016 for US$10MM
2P NPV10 US$84MM

l

Long life production profile c.2034

l

Shallow water offshore, Carnarvon Basin

l

Increasing Production, Reduces Unit Opex

Facilities
l

11 producing wells and 3 subsea water injection wells

l

Manned platform, connected to a leased storage vessel (FSO)

Future Development
l

Significant infield running room, several well locations identified

l

First infill targeted for Q4 2018, estimated initial production of 1.2
mbbl/d, payback in less than 18 months

l

Further wells planned mid-year 2019 and mid-year 2020

l

Two near field exploration prospects identified

33.6
28.8
25.2
22.4

3,000
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3,500
4,000
Total Production Bopd

4,500
Opex/bbl

20.1

5,000

Stag Achievements
Optimising Operations to Grow Reserves, Reduce Costs and Add Value
Jadestone Value Drivers
Production & Operations Optimisation
l

3.6 mbbl/d production following current workover, up
from an average of 2.6 mbbl/d in Q2 2017

l

Production operations stabilised following operator
transfer to Jadestone

l

Identified production improvement and uplift
opportunities, including topside and downhole pump
optimisation

Operating Cost Progression US$/bbl
Prior Operator

Jadestone Operator

45.84
41.23

Opex & Cost Control
l

l

Renegotiated contracts e.g. Helicopters, downhole
pumps, supply boats and cut G&A

l

Q2'17

Q3'17

Q4'17

2P Reserves
MMbbl

34.27

Q1'18

33.09

Q2'18

Acquisition Price vs 2P NPV10

2P Reserves
Production Jul-16 to Dec-17

2P reserves 17.1 MMbbl versus 14.6 MMbbl at
acquisition
Increase of 4.1 MMbbl including 1.6 MMbbl of
production since acquisition (Jul 2016 – Dec 2017)

32.15

Cost per bbl (excluding workovers, repairs & maintenance)

Ongoing review of cost optimisation initiatives, including
fixed and variable costs and field infrastructure

Reserves
l

Q1'17

32.99

US$MM
$84

18.7

1.3x

1.6

8.4x

Management & Planning
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l

Re-organisation of management structure and
implementation of multi-skilling model

l

Improved planning, logistics and campaign
maintenance, further reducing costs

14.6

17.1
$10

At Acquisition

Current CPR
2P Reserves

Acqusition Cost

Current CPR
2P NPV

Jadestone’s Southwest Vietnam Gas Assets
Developing Significant Gas Resource into Energy-Short Domestic Market
Jadestone W.I.

100%(1)

Operator

Jadestone
496.8 Bcf

2C Resources(2)
11 MMbbl

93.8
MMboe

Overview
l

Significant shallow water gas and condensate resource in
three fields, close to existing infrastructure, Gulf of
Thailand

l

Development of Nam Du and U Minh provides short term,
strong growth within the current portfolio

l

Further appraisal of Tho Chu field to advance additional
resources and value

Development Plan
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l

Government approval of outline development plans for the
Nam Du and U Minh fields received May 2018

l

Phased development via two wellhead platforms
connecting to nearby existing pipeline

Evacuation route
l

Nam Du/U Minh are north of the heritage Talisman PM-03 block

l

Project sanction targeted for H2 2019, first gas in 2021

l

Gas export via 18 inch Ca Mau pipeline

l

Front-end engineering and design (FEED), negotiation of
commercial gas sales agreements and field development
plan underway

l

Delivers gas to existing 1.5GW Ca Mau power complex, and 800,000 tonnes
per annum fertiliser plant

1. PVEP relinquished its 30% interest with effect from 1 May 2017 but this registration is still pending; 2. Un-risked 2C resources as per ERCE CPR (as of 31 Dec 2017)

Nam Du and U Minh development concept
Commercialised via the existing route utilised by Talisman’s PM3 Field3
Project development outline
l

Simple design with a conductor supported well head platform for
each field, tied back to an FPSO at Nam Du

l

2 wells per field provide back-up capacity to meet contract
volumes and development of Nam Du Southern Channel

l

Phased development with Nam Du on production in 2021, U Minh
following in 2023

l

171.3 bcf1 2C recoverable resource. Additional 31.1 bcf2 from
Southern Channel

l

Evacuated through existing pipeline, backfilling ullage resulting
from declines at PM3 field

Field development phasing
250

Ca Mau Pipeline capacity4 – 215 mmcf/d

Production (mmcf/d)

200

150

100

50

0
2019

2020

2021

Nam Du Sth Chnl
19

2022

2023

U Min h

2024

Nam Du

2025

PM3

2026
Source: outline development plan for the Nam Du gas discovery

1. Unrisked 2C resources are per independent reserves evaluations by ERCE (as of Dec 31, 2017); 2. Management volume estimates. 3. Repsol is currently operator of the PM3 Field following its acquisition
of Talisman in 2014. 4. Source: outline development plan for the Nam Du gas discovery

Nam Du and U Minh development schedule
Accelerating Jadestone’s standalone development solution
Select highlights
l

Outline Development Plan (ODP) approved May 2018

l

FEED, field development plan studies and gas sales agreement preparation are in progress

l

Anticipate FDP approval c.Q3 2019

l

First gas late 2021

Key milestones

Outline
development
plan
(ODP)

Reserve
assessment
report (RAR)
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Field development
plan (FDP)
FEED,
EPCI bid conditioning

EPC,
drilling,
installation

Gas sale agreement (GSA),
tie-in agreements

Q1 2016

Q4 2016

Q4 2017

Q2 2018

Q3 2019

RAR
approved

ODP
submitted

ODP resubmitted
(post PVEP
withdrawal)¹

ODP
approval

FDP approved
GSA signed
(2C à 2P)

c.2021

First gas

1. PetroVietnam (PVEP), Jadestone has a 70% operating working interest, Jadestone’s working interest in these blocks will increase to 100% once the blocks are amended for PVEP’s relinquishment of its 30%
interest in these blocks, effective May 1, 2017. PVEP have also postponed further development of their block 46/13 gas, enables Jadestone to accelerate their preferred development solution of a standalone project

Ogan Komering PSC
Opportunity to deliver significant value under new PSC with Pertamina
Onshore existing oil & gas production

Ogan Komering quarterly production and operating costs (net)
boe/d

Overview
l

Prior Jadestone asset, currently progressing direct discussion
with Pertamina for participation in new PSC

l

1,155km2 PSC located onshore South Sumatra, Indonesia

l

Extensive infrastructure and growing local energy demand

Oil

Gas

Opex

US$mm

1,600

3.0
2.5

1,200
2.0
800

1.5
1.0

Production
l

l

Jadestone’s prior net 50% working interest share of
production was c.1.4 mboe/d (66% liquids)

400
0.5
0

0.0
Mar 17A Qtr

Jun 17A Qtr

Production for three months ended 31 March 2018 averaged
1.4 mboe/d (65% liquids)

Sep 17A Qtr

N Meraksa
(NMR)

Value potential upon participation in the new PSC
l

Access to lucrative gas markets with high probability and
rapid commercialisation

l

Progress early development of discoveries within the Ogan
Komering PSC

l

Exploration upside remains across the PSC

l

Future exploration activities to further unlock value potential

Bandar Agung
(BDA)

Jantung Baru
(JTB)
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Dec 17A Qtr

Mar 18A Qtr
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Jadestone Portfolio Work Programme
Fully Funded Programme of Material Near-term Catalysts
2018

Operations

Asset

Production
Development
Exploration &
Appraisal

Activity

Q3

Montara

Implement Jadestone
Operating Philosophy

Montara

Montara Production
Optimisation

Stag
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Country

2P infill Drilling Campaign
(2 wells)

Montara

Additional Infill Drilling
Campaign

Nam Du &
U Minh

FEED, GSAs, EPC(1)

Nam Du &
U Minh

FID(2)

Ogan
Komering

Enter into New PSC(3)

Ogan
Komering

Develop Existing Gas
Discoveries

Stag
SC-56

Q4

Q1

Q2

2020+

Q3

Q4

Infill Drilling Campaign
(5 wells)

Montara

Montara

2019

3D Seismic Acquisition

TIMING TBC

Near Field E&A(4) Evaluation
Carried Exploration Well

1. Feed – Front End Engineering & Design; GSAs – Gas Sales Agreements; EPC – Engineering, Procurement & Construction; 2. FID – Final Investment Decision; 3. PSC – Production Sharing
Contract; 4. E&A – Exploration and Appraisal

Significant Production Growth…
Montara Complements Existing Portfolio to Deliver Sustained Growth
l

Balanced portfolio of oil and gas production reaching c.30 mboe/d by 2023

l

Business resilience from a mix of life-of-field fixed price gas contracts and oil production in a concession environment

l

Highly complementary project / capital phasing delivers 43% production CAGR to 2024

R
G
A
C
43%
Production(1) (mboe/d)

4
– 202
2016

Nam Du
on Stream

Montara

First Two
Infills

OK Gas
Fields on
Stream

U Minh
on Stream

Nam Du
Southern
Channel

Further
Infills

Acquisition

2016

2017

2018
Post Acquisition

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

…Delivers positive annual free cash flow through 2024
24

1. Montara Assets (2P) and Stag (2P) production as per ERCE CPR; U Minh and Nam Du production profiles are management estimates matching unrisked 2C volumes as per 2018 ERCE CPR and honouring the available ullage identified in the
approved ODP; Montara Assets Infill, Ogan Komering, Ogan Komering Air Benakat & Gumai Formations and Nam Du Southern Channel production forecasts as per management estimates

Compelling Investment Opportunity
Currently Trading at a Deep Discount to Core NAV
CPR Reserves Value (US$MM)

Total Tangible Asset Value (US$MM)

Stag 2P Reserve Value (3)
Montara 2P Reserve Value (3)

SC56

0.33x
$915

0.35x

Tho Chu
Ogan
Komering

2P Reserves

$88

2C Resource
$76

Management Estimates

$246

0.57x

$564

0.57x

$564

$793
$974
$323

$317

$323

$480

(1)

(1)

$230 1

$230

$287

$93

(2)

1P
Reserve
Value

2P
Reserve
Value

(2)

$122

$93

$84

3P
Reserve
Value

Jadestone
EV

Stag 2P

(3)

2
(3)

Montara
2P

Nam Du
(4)
& U Minh

Nam Du
Additional
Southern Montara Infill
Channel (5)
Wells

Total
Tangible
Value

Illustrative
Value
Upsides

1.

Assumed new equity proceeds of US$110MM, drawn debt at completion of Montara acquisition of US$120MM.

2.

Basic market cap pre capital raise of US$102.5MM (C$0.61/sh. / US$0.46/sh., basic shares outstanding c.221MM) as per Factset at 13 July 2018, adjusted for net cash of US$9.2MM as at 31 March 2018 (excluding convert as cash included in new
equity raise).
2P After Tax NPV10 reserves are per independent reserves evaluations by ERCE (Stag & Montara as of 31 Dec 17).

3.
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$84

2

Jadestone
EV

$480

4.

Production profiles for Nam Du and U Minh are management estimates, constrained by the available ullage as per the approved ODP and sum to 171.3Bcf gas and 1.6MMbbls condensate being the unrisked 2C resources as per ERCE CPR.
Capex is management estimates based on 3rd party pre-FEED. Opex is management estimates as per the approved ODP. Gas price is management estimates based on recent gas price negotiation in Vietnam.

5.

P50 Production profiles for Nam Du Southern Channel are management estimates, constrained by the available ullage as per the approved ODP, together with management estimates for Capex and Opex were used to calculate NPV10 values.

Jadestone Energy Investment Highlights
A Strategy that Works, a High Value Portfolio, and a Plan for Value Accretive Growth
l Proven in-region management team with a track record of value creation and generating returns for shareholders
Proven regional
management team

l End-to-end capabilities through the upstream operating life cycle
l Second phase specialisation and a history of safe operations
l Focus on low cost and high margin markets in Asia Pacific

Focused fit-forpurpose strategy

Attractive cash
generative
production
portfolio

l Well positioned to take advantage of the retrenchment by majors and independents in the region
l Leveraging management’s proven track record of accretive business development and successful integration and portfolio
rationalisation
l Focused and resilient production targeting c.30 mboe/d in the next five years
l Robust cash flow generation at low oil prices, portfolio remains capable of supporting development plans and potential
dividends
l Stable OECD production base in a favourable tax and royalty regime
l Portfolio of high return quick payback investment opportunities including infill drilling in both Stag and Montara Assets

Near-term value
catalysts

l Operational improvements and production uplift planned at Montara assets targeted within 18 months of acquisition
l Currently in direct and bilateral negotiations with Pertamina to enter into the new gross split Ogan Komering PSC

Value accretive
development
portfolio
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l Fully funded development portfolio comprised of significant gas resource
l Long term fixed price and fixed escalation take or pay contracts providing support against oil price volatility

